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Abstract
A formal specification animator interprets and executes
specifications to give them the appearance of liveliness.
This can be used to identify errors in a specification because
it provides concrete examples of the behaviour of the spec-
ification. By providing a suitable user interface, it allows
users unfamiliar with specification languages and notations
to interact with the specification.
In this paper, we exploit the similarities between anima-
tion and testing, and present a method that combines spec-
ification animation and software testing of abstract data
types (ADTs). Tool support is provided by Peach, which
supports the animation of a specification and the testing of
an implementation of that specification. We demonstrate the
use of our method and tool on a small example, and discuss
its application to a larger example.
1 Introduction
Formal development is used to build implementations
that contain few or no errors. The starting point for any
formal development project is a formal specification that
captures the user’s requirements. Eliminating errors in the
specification before development begins is less costly than
finding an error later in development, and therefore it is im-
portant to find as many errors as possible in a specification.
Determining the correctness of formal specifications is
difficult because formal specifications are often complex
and hard to understand. Animation can help with this be-
cause it gives the person performing the animation a chance
to pose questions about the specification that can be an-
swered quickly and automatically. Although a specification
can never be proved correct using animation, it is a quick,
cheap alternative to formal proof.
It is also important that we determine the correctness of
implementations. Testing is one way to do this, although
like animation, testing cannot prove that an implementation
is correct.
Animation and testing are steps in the development life-
cycle that are very similar. For both animation and test-
ing, we derive inputs, determine the expected behaviour for
those inputs, execute those inputs, and check the behaviour
against the expected behaviour.
In this paper, we present a method, document template
and tool that exploit the similarities between animation and
testing by combining the two processes for ADTs. After
briefly reviewing related work in the next section, Section 3
presents background material on the animation and testing
tools we use. In Section 4, we present the Peach tool and
demonstrate it on a small example. Section 5 discusses the
application of the method and tool on a Dependency Man-
agement System. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 Related Work
In this section, we present related work on animation
and testing, especially specification-based testing, and what
roles they play in various formal development processes.
2.1 Animation
There are several animation tools that automatically ex-
ecute or interpret specifications. PiZA [14] is an animator
for Z. PiZA translates specifications into Prolog to generate
output variables. PiZA provides a facility to embed Pro-
log statements within the Z specifications and make calls
to Prolog from the specifications. The B-Model animator
[33] is the animator used in the B formal development pro-
cess [31]. It is used to animate specifications written in B’s
model-oriented specification language. The Software Cost
Reduction (SCR) toolset [13] contains an animator that is
used to test specifications. The IFAD VDM++ Toolbox [19]
used for development from the object-oriented extension of
VDM, contains an interpreter. This interpreter is used to test
specifications, and contains a coverage tool that measures
what percentage of the specification was exercised during a
trace.
Pipedream [22] is another animator for the Z specifi-
cation language. Pipedream transforms the specification
into first-order logic to determine predicates and finite sets,
which help Pipedream establish which specifications are ex-
ecutable. Kazmierczak et al. [22] outline an approach for
specification animation using Pipedream containing three
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steps: performing an initialisation check; verifying the pre-
conditions of schemas; and performing a simple reachabil-
ity property.
Miller and Strooper [26] present a method for systemat-
ically animating specifications. They document the process
using an animation plan, and use the specification to gener-
ate animation inputs.
2.2 Testing
Module and class testing can often be automated to save
time during testing. There are several research and com-
mercial testing tools available for automated module and
class testing. PGMGEN [17], APE [16] and Roast [7] are
research prototype testing tools for C, Ada and Java respec-
tively. Cantata, Cantata++ and AdaTest [20] are commer-
cial testing tools developed by IPL for C, C++ and Ada.
Formal specifications can aid in testing software by pro-
viding a starting point for selecting test inputs, executing
test cases and determining expected outputs. Research in
this area includes work on generating test cases for indi-
vidual operations [10, 28, 29], generating finite state ma-
chines for the purpose of testing [6, 8, 15, 32], generating
test oracles [18, 24, 27], and frameworks for specification-
based testing that support test case generation, execution,
and evaluation [4, 5, 9].
Zweben et al. [34] use specifications to generate control-
flow and data-flow diagrams. They then define three crite-
ria for control-flow testing: all statements, all branches and
all paths; and three criteria for data-flow testing: all defini-
tions, all uses and all-definition-use-paths. Ammann et al.
[2] discuss the application of mutation analysis to specifica-
tions to generate test data sets. They apply slight syntacti-
cal changes to a specification to generate mutants, and use
model checking to detect equivalent mutants and to detect
counter-examples that are then used as test cases.
In a preliminary study [25], Miller used the specification-
based testing approaches by Zweben et al. and Ammann et
al. to generate animation inputs. The results indicated that
the only method that exercised the specification adequately
was the all paths method for control-flow animation, but
without tool support this was far too time-consuming to ap-
ply to non-trivial specifications.
2.3 Formal Development
There are several formal development processes with ex-
tensive tool support. The general approach in these methods
is to begin with a formal specification, verify and validate
this specification via animation and proof, and then progres-
sively refine it into an implementation, which is tested.
The Cogito development methodology [3, 23] is one
such method. It has tool support for each stage of the formal
development process, except the role of testing in Cogito is
not discussed. An animator called Possum [11, 12] is used
in Cogito to test the specification before refinement begins.
The B Method is another formal development methodol-
ogy. B uses an animator to test specifications before de-
velopment. Waeselynck and Behnia [33] argue that in B,
animation should be performed not only at the specification
stage, but at each stage of the development process. Doing
this requires them to “flatten” the concrete representations
of the system into a more abstract level suitable for anima-
tion. Testing is also well supported in B. Treharne et al.
[30] discuss using a prototype to generate test cases for im-
plementations in B. The inputs are derived from the speci-
fication, and along with the outputs from the prototype, are
used as test cases for the final implementation.
Aichernig et al. [1] discuss validating the expected out-
puts of test cases by supplying them to the IFAD VDM in-
terpreter along with their inputs. They revealed problems in
both the specification and implementation of an air traffic
control system using this approach.
3 Background
In this section, we present the Possum animation tool,
which we use to animate Sum specifications, and PGM-
GEN, which we use to generate test drivers for C modules.
The method presented in Section 4 uses Possum and PGM-
GEN to combine specification animation and implementa-
tion testing.
3.1 Possum
Possum [11, 12] is an animation tool for Z and Z-like
specification languages, including Sum [21]. Possum inter-
prets queries made in Sum and responds with simplifica-
tions of those queries. For example, the query:
fx, y : 0 .. 60 | x*13 = y*11g
is simplified by Possum to:
f(0,0), (11,13), (22,26), (33,39), (44,52)g
This example defines a set of pairs between 0 and 60,
where for each pair, the first element times 13 is equal to
the second element times 11.
A Sum specification can be executed by stepping through
operations of the specification.
Possum also supports plug-in GUI interfaces written in
Tcl/Tk for specifications. Large, complex expressions can
be simplified into graphical form, which allows people not
familiar with formal notation to interact with a specification.
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3.2 PGMGEN
An important part of systematic testing is re-executing
the tests after every change. Because this happens so often,
it is beneficial to automate this process using a test driver.
However, implementing test drivers by hand is mundane
and error prone. For this reason, it is beneficial to auto-
mate test driver generation using a tool such as PGMGEN
[17]. PGMGEN generates test drivers for C modules from a
test script. In the script, test cases are represented as a tuple:
<trace, expexc, actval, expval, type>
where trace is used to exercise the module, expexc is the
expected exception generated by trace (noexc if no excep-
tion should be generated), actval is an expression evaluated
after trace, expval is the expected value of actval, and type
is the data type of actval and expval. If we want to use a
tuple solely for exception checking, the actval, expval, and
type fields contain dc, for “don’t care”.
The two tuples below are test cases for a stack module:
<init().pop(), empty, dc, dc, dc>
<init().push(10), noexc, pop(), 10, int>
The first tuple initialises the module and then attempts
to pop the stack. We expect this to generate the exception
empty. The second tuple initialises the module and pushes
the integer 10 on to the stack. We expect that this does not
generate an exception. The actval is a call to the function
that pops the stack, and we expect this to return the integer
10 (expval). The type of actval and expval is int.
We use four sections of a PGMGEN script. The accprogs
and exceptions sections list the access routines and excep-
tions of the module respectively, the globcod section al-
lows users to implement functions and macros to be used
throughout the script, and the cases section contains the test
tuples for the script. PGMGEN also allows users to embed
code between test tuples for easy insertion of iterations and
function calls.
To use PGMGEN, the tester writes a script and runs it
through PGMGEN. This outputs a C program, which is the
test driver. This program is compiled and linked with the
module implementation and run. Summary statistics such
as the number of test cases, number of correct test cases,
percentage correct, number of exception errors and number
of value errors are printed.
4 Combining Animation and Testing
In this section, we present a method for combining ani-
mation and testing for ADTs. We also present tool support
for this method that helps us automate part of the process.
This approach reduces the cost of testing, reduces the im-
pact of human error in testing, and increases the value of
performing animation.
4.1 IntStack Module
Throughout this section, we use the IntStack module,
specified in Sum, to demonstrate the use of our method.
Sum supports modules by having three different types of
schema: a state schema, an init schema, and op schemas,
which are schemas that change and query the state. In Sum,
op schemas implicitly include a primed and unprimed copy
of the state schema. Input variables are decorated with a
?, and output variables with a !. Sum also supports ex-
plicit preconditions, labelled pre, in op schemas, and the
statement changes only A in a schema states that for an op-
eration, only the state variables in the set A may change.
Hence, changes onlyfgmeans that no state variables are al-
lowed to change.
The IntStack specification is shown in Figure 1. It has
one state variable, itemss, that represents a sequence of in-
tegers. The state invariant states that the size of itemss must
be less than or equal to the constant maxsize at all times.
There are four operations in the IntStack module. init ini-
tialises the stack to empty, push pushes an integer onto the
stack, pop pops the top of the stack, and size returns the
number of elements on the stack.
4.2 Method
Our method begins by animating the specification. Our
method does not depend on a particular way to derive the in-
puts or to check the outputs for the animation. However, we
use the method for systematically animating specifications
presented in [26].
4.2.1 Work Product Definition - Animation Plan
Without adequate planning and documentation, animating
a specification is ad-hoc and has limited benefit [26]. A
work product called an animation plan can be used to plan
and document our animation process. Similar to a test plan,
an animation plan is used to provide a basis for systematic
animation, as well as a way to evaluate the adequacy of the
animation process.
In this work, we have used an animation plan with four
sections:
 file: the file containing the specification to be ani-
mated.
 assumptions: describes any assumptions about the an-
imation process.
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IntStack
maxsize == 10
state
itemss : seqZ
#itemss  maxsize
init
itemss0 = h i
op push
item? : Z
pre(#itemss < maxsize)
itemss0 = hitem?ia itemss
changes onlyfitemssg
op pop
item! : Z
pre(itemss 6= h i)
itemss = hitem!ia itemss0
changes onlyfitemssg
op size
size! : N
size! = #itemss
changes onlyfg
Figure 1. Sum Specification of the IntStack
module
 environment: describes the environment in which the
animation was performed, including any tools, other
modules, or stubs.
 case selection strategy: explains how the animation in-
puts are derived.
The case selection strategy for the IntStack module is
shown in Figure 2. We select four different module states to
animate. We animate under different module states because
the module should behave differently in different states. For
example, pop will behave differently in an empty state to a
non-empty state. The module states in Figure 2 refer to the
size of the stack. For each of these states, we check the ex-
ceptional behaviour (behaviour that violates the precondi-
tion) if possible, and then check the size of the stack before
checking the top of the stack using pop.
case selection strategy
special values
module state
size of stack:
{0, 1, maxsize/2, maxsize}
cases
for each special module state
if stack is empty or full
check exception behaviour
check the size of the stack
check the top of the stack
Figure 2. Excerpt from IntStack animation plan
4.2.2 Work Product Definition - Animation Script
After we have derived our cases, we set about animating the
specification. The animation script of a specification is the
implementation of the animation plan for that specification.
To run the animation the first time, we provide inputs for
the cases specified in the animation plan to Possum. For
example, to push the integer 10 onto the IntStack, we would
type:
pushf10/item?g
During animation, Possum records the state of the spec-
ification being animated, and displays any variables that
were instantiated when a query is run on the state.
Possum animation scripts can be re-run at a later time.
This is useful for “regression animation”, where the user
can compare two different runs of a script using a tool such
as Unix’s diff to check that the scripts, including any post-
conditions, are the same.
4.2.3 Testing using the Animation Script
Once we have animated our specification, the result is an
animation plan and animation script.
Our basic approach is to use the inputs derived for an-
imation of the specification as inputs for testing, and use
the outputs produced by Possum as the expected outputs for
those test inputs. However, there are several problems with
this approach.
Firstly, the data types used by specifications for inputs
and outputs are often different from those of implementa-
tions. For example, a specification may have an operation
with a set of natural numbers as output. Many program-
ming languages do not support natural numbers or sets, and
therefore the implementation must use a different data type,
such as an integer array. For this reason, we have to refine
the abstract animation cases into a concrete format suitable
for testing.
Secondly, the output produced by Possum may in fact
be one of a number of correct outputs of a nondeterministic
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operation. Nondeterminism causes problems because there
is no guarantee that the output produced from the animation
is the same as the (usually deterministic) implementation.
Another problem is that the method is rather time-
consuming and mundane, and developers may be discour-
aged from such a method due to its repetitive nature. Also,
the animation script produced is difficult to read, leading to
potential maintenance problems.
4.3 Tool Support
In this section, we present Peach, a tool that provides
automated support for our method. Peach takes as input
a script, and from this script produces animation and test
scripts.
4.3.1 Script Format
The format of a Peach script is similar to that of a PGMGEN
script. There are six sections in a Peach script:
 module: defines the name of the module being ani-
mated.
 accprogs: defines the list of access routines in the mod-
ule.
 exceptions: defines the list of exceptions in the module.
 globsum: contains Sum commands that are placed at
the start of the animation script. This section is delim-
ited by f% and %g symbols.
 globcod: contains C code that is used as the globcod
section of the PGMGEN script. This section can also
be used to define functions, variables and macros that
can be used throughout the Peach script, and is delim-
ited by f% and %g symbols.
 cases: contains the animation/test cases.
4.3.2 Flow of Control
The system flow graph for Peach is shown in Figure 3. Rect-
angles represent executable programs and ovals represent
text files used for input and output.
A script is fed into Peach, which outputs a C++ program.
When compiled and run, the program communicates with
Possum by sending inputs and receiving outputs. It outputs
a Possum script, which can then be used for regression ani-
mation, and a PGMGEN script, using outputs generated by
Possum.
Peach script
Peach
animtest.cc
C++ Compiler
program
Possum script
Possum
input
output
PGMGEN script
Figure 3. Peach System Flow Chart
4.3.3 Templates
There are five different types of templates in Peach, each
with the prefix #. In this section, we briefly describe each
of the types of templates.
The first template is the action template. An action tem-
plate is used to call an operation that changes the state of the
module and has no output. The format of an action template
is:
#action action #end
where action is a Sum operation call. Peach will run action
through Possum, and if action causes the animation to fail
(e.g. a precondition is violated), then an error is reported to
the user. Otherwise, Peach will generate a call in our Pos-
sum script using action, and a PGMGEN tuple with action
as the trace.
The second and third types of templates are value-
checking templates. The format of these templates is:
#valFunct action # var #end
and
#valParam action # var #end
where action is similar to that of an action template, and
var is the name of the Sum variable we wish to test. The
action is not always syntactically valid Sum, because we
also include any output parameters without supplying val-
ues for them so Peach will know exactly how many param-
eters there are for the operation.
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The reason there are two value-checking templates is be-
cause the valFunct template is used to test return values
of functions, and the valParam template is used to test
output parameters of functions.
Peach runs action1 through Possum, and the output is
read back. The output is then used as the expected output
for the test case. In the generated PGMGEN test case, if the
template is a value-function template, trace is empty, there
is no expected exception, actval is action converted into C,
and expval is the output from Possum. If the template is a
value-parameter template, trace is action converted into C,
there is no exception, actval is val from the template (which
is an output parameter), and expval is the output from Pos-
sum. type is derived from the specification. As with action
templates, if a precondition is violated, then an error is re-
ported to the user.
The fourth and fifth types of templates are for exception
monitoring. The format of these are:
#exc action #end
and
#exc action # expectedExc #end
where action is the same as for a value-checking template,
and expectedExc is the exception that should be generated
by action. Peach takes action and places it into a Possum
script. It then runs action in Possum to check if a precondi-
tion is violated (we expect an exception to be raised in the
implementation if a precondition is violated in the specifi-
cation). If not, an error is sent to the user. If there is an
expected exception, Peach creates a PGMGEN tuple in our
test script with action as the trace, expectedExc as the ex-
ception, and dc (don’t care) for actval, expval, and type.
4.3.4 Example
As an example, we look at the IntStack module. Figure 4
shows the cases section of a simple Peach script for the
IntStack module. There are five templates in the script. The
first initialises the module using an action template. The
second template is an exception monitoring template that
checks that the exception empty is raised when an empty
stack is popped. The third template is another action tem-
plate that pushes the integer 10 onto the stack. The next two
are value-checking templates used to check the size and pop
the stack respectively. A full script for the IntStack module
can be found in Appendix A.
Figure 5 contains the Possum script that is generated by
Peach from the script in Figure 4, and Figure 6 contains the
PGMGEN script that is generated by Peach for the same
script. The !!P C S!! and !!P C F!! are used by Pos-
sum to find the start and end of a call. Note that the expected
values have been added to the PGMGEN script using the
outputs generated by Possum.
1The output variables are removed so the syntax is correct.
cases
#action init #end
#exc pop # empty #end
#action push { 10/item? } #end
#valFunct size # size! #end
#valFunct pop # item! #end
Figure 4. Simple Peach Script for IntStack
!!P_C_S!! init >> !!P_C_F!!
!!P_C_S!! pop >> !!P_C_F!!
!!P_C_S!! push{10/item?} >> !!P_C_F!!
!!P_C_S!! size >> !!P_C_F!!
!!P_C_S!! pop >> !!P_C_F!!
Figure 5. Possum Script for IntStack example
4.4 Advanced Features
4.4.1 Embedded Code
Peach allows C code to be embedded in the cases section
of the script so the user can use the functions, variables and
macros defined in the globcod section of the script. This
can be used to loop over templates, and to generate input
and expected output.
For example, to fill the stack up with 10 items, we could
write 10 action templates. Alternatively, we can use a for
loop as follows:
for (i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
#action push {i/item?} #end
}
In this example, Peach will place 10 separate Sum calls
in our Possum script with item? equal to 0 through 9, and
similarly, it will generate 10 separate PGMGEN tuples.
4.4.2 Embedded Tuples
Peach also allows PGMGEN tuples to be embedded
throughout the cases section of a Peach script. This can
be used to test functionality that is contained in the imple-
mentation, but not in the specification.
4.4.3 Checkers and Chests
Hazel et al. [12] discuss Checkers and Chests in Possum. A
predicate can be viewed as a conjunction of subgoals, and a
subgoal P(x), where x is a variable, can be simplified in two
ways: Possum can generate a value v for x based on the truth
of P, or Possum can simplify P(v) if x is bound to v before
being simplified. Subgoals that are simplified by testing the
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<init(), noexc, dc, dc, dc>
<pop (), empty, dc, dc, dc>
<push(10), noexc, dc, dc, dc>
< , noexc, size (), 1, int>
< , noexc, pop (), 10, int>
Figure 6. PGMGEN Script for IntStack example
value of v for x are called Checkers, while subgoals that are
used to generate v are called Chests.
We define Checkers and Chests in Peach for our value-
checking templates. The value-checking templates pre-
sented earlier in section 4.3.3 are called Chests because they
generate an expected output for the input. Now, we extend
our value-checking templates to include Checkers. The for-
mat of these templates is:
#valFunct action # var # expectedVal #end
and
#valParam action # var # expectedVal #end
where action and var remain the same, and expectedVal is
the expected value for var after action is executed.
These Checker templates are different to the Chest tem-
plates because the user provides an expected output, instead
of Possum generating the expected output. Peach sends
action to Possum with var bound to expectedVal. Possum
simplifies the query and responds to Peach with the output.
If the output is false, an error is displayed to the user. If
the output is true, a Possum call and PGMGEN tuple are
written as before, except with expectedVal as the expected
value.
These Checker templates can be used for testing non-
deterministic operations. If we use a Chest template for this,
there is no guarantee that the output produced by Possum
will be the same as the output produced by the implemen-
tation. However, implementations are generally determinis-
tic, therefore Checkers can be used to test non-deterministic
operations because the user can supply the expected output.
While Checkers do not generate the expected output, they
do verify whether the expected output is correct with respect
to the specification.
4.5 Refinement of Animation Cases
In Section 4.2.3, we discussed having to refine the in-
put and output fed into the animator into a concrete format,
because often the specification and implementation use dif-
ferent data types. Peach does not provide automated refine-
ment of animation inputs and outputs into test cases, be-
cause for every system the data type used in place of the
abstract type is decided by the developer. However, Peach
does provide support for refinement.
4.5.1 Reverse-Refinement of Input
As discussed in Section 4.4.1, the input to Peach templates
can be a value (e.g. 10), function or variable. Therefore,
the input is always a concrete data type. To place an in-
put value into the animation and test scripts, Peach uses two
functions: one for placing the value into the Possum script,
and another for placing the value into the PGMGEN script.
These functions return a string representation of their pa-
rameter. Hence, with two different functions, we can have
two different representations of the one input; one for the
animation script and one for the test script. Users can de-
fine new versions of these functions with new data types as
parameters, and create two different representations of these
new data types for the two different scripts.
For example, we can define two functions that take a
new, user-defined structure, which represents a sequence of
characters. These two functions will return the abstract and
concrete representations of a sequence of characters. So if
the values of a sequence are ’a’, ’c’, and ’e’, the output may
be as follows:
concrete: "ace"
abstract: "<’a’, ’c’, ’e’>"
Thus we have two different representations of one data
type; one for animation and one for testing.
Peach defines standard refinement functions for int,
float, char and string (char *).
4.5.2 Refinement of Output
Refining the output of our animation cases into test cases
cannot be done the same way as with the input. This is
because our expected output comes from Possum if we use
a Chest template. As a result, the output must be refined
from an abstract representation to a concrete representation,
instead of the other way around.
To use animation cases as test cases, we take advantage
of the functionality of PGMGEN that allows users to define
comparison functions for data types not supported by PG-
MGEN. To compare expected and actual values, PGMGEN
makes a call to a boolean function that returns whether the
two values are equal. To compare new types, the user can
define a new comparison routine for the new type in the
globcod section of the PGMGEN script.
When Peach is placing the expected output into a test tu-
ple, it checks to see if the type of the output is a supported
type. If not, Peach represents the output in string format by
placing quotes around the output returned by Possum. To
compare the expected and actual output, we define a new
comparison function that first refines the expected output
into a concrete data type, and then compares this to the ac-
tual output. This is done by providing a PGMGEN com-
parison function in the globcod section of the Peach script
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(recall that the Peach globcod section is also used as the
globcod section in the PGMGEN script).
For example, if the return value of a function, f , is a
sequence of characters (seq char in Sum, and char *, or
string in C), and the output is the sequence <’a’, ’c’,
’e’> , then the tuple would be as follows:
< , noexc, f(), "<’a’,’c’,’e’>", seqchar>
The comparison function for seqchar takes a string rep-
resenting a sequence of characters as the expected output,
refines it into a char pointer, and compares it with the out-
put from f .
Peach automatically refines the Sum types N, N
1
(N
without 0), Z, char, string and B .
5 Case Study - A Dependency Management
System
The Dependency Management System (DMS) case
study was performed to investigate how well our tool and
method compare against conventional testing methods, and
to investigate the refinement of animation cases in more
detail. An Object-Z specification was taken from [5] and
translated to Sum, and the implementation was developed
informally in C from this specification. The full specifica-
tion and Peach script can be found in Appendices B and C
respectively.
We tested the system using a conventional black-box
method (a test plan and PGMGEN script) and then using
our own method (an animation/test plan and a Peach script).
5.1 Specification
A DMS is an important component in a theorem-proving
tool, because it tracks dependencies between theorems and
proofs to prevent circular reasoning. The DMS specifica-
tion we used maintains a set of nodes, and tracks transitive
dependencies between these nodes. There are 15 operations
to add and remove nodes and dependencies, to query depen-
dents and supporters of nodes, and to query the existence of
nodes and dependencies.
5.2 Implementation
The DMS implementation was developed informally in
C from the specification. It contains three modules: set,
which maintains the set of nodes, pair, which maintains the
set of direct dependents, and dms, which uses set and pair
to implement the specification.
Some operations in the DMS specification return a finite
set of natural numbers (finite nat). In C however, there are
no natural numbers or sets. Therefore, our concrete inter-
face returns a structure called finitenat, which is de-
fined as follows:
typedef struct {
int set[MAXSIZE+1];
} finitenat;
where MAXSIZE is a pre-defined constant. The reason the
buffer is MAXSIZE+1 instead of MAXSIZE is because if an
operation returns this structure, it indicates the end of the
array by using a -1.
5.3 Refinement of Animation Cases
The operations in the DMS specification that return a fi-
nite set of natural numbers all return the finitenat struc-
ture defined above in the implementation. Therefore, for
Peach to use the animation cases as test cases, we have to
refine them from the abstract data type to the concrete data
type. To do this, we define a new comparison function for
the finitenat data type.
The refinement approach we took was to define a new
module called refine, which contains three operations:
rf s init, which initialises the module, rf s set, which takes
a string representing a set of naturals and sets the state of
the module to be equal to this set, and rf g next, which re-
trieves and removes a number from the set, returning -1 if
the set is empty. Therefore, once the state of the module is
set, it behaves like a finite set ADT 2.
To refine the module, we set the state of the refine module
to a set, converted the set to an array, and checked that every
element in the expected output was also in the actual output,
and vice-versa.
In the conventional test script, we also had to define our
own comparison function. The parameters to the function
are both of the concrete type finitenat. The actual com-
parison of the data types is the same as in the Peach script,
however we do not have to refine the expected value. There-
fore, the conventional PGMGEN script is less complex with
respect to defining comparison routines.
5.4 Comparison of Methods
For the DMS case study, we tested the system using
both a conventional black-box testing method and our own
method. For the conventional testing method, we developed
a test plan by looking at the specification, and then devel-
oped a PGMGEN script from this test plan. We then wrote
an animation/test plan, and wrote a Peach script from this.
In this section, we compare the two methods on four differ-
ent criteria: complexity, effort, faults found and coverage.
2To avoid confusion, the refine module was not called set because the
DMS already had a set module.
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5.4.1 Complexity
Our method required less effort compared to testing the
DMS. This is mainly due to the fact that we do not have
to generate test outputs. The expected outputs in our PGM-
GEN script are simple, but this was accomplished by care-
fully selecting test inputs.
The line count also differed. The Peach script contained
218 lines, while the PGMGEN script contained 254. While
this is no accurate measure of complexity, it does give some
insight into how difficult each script would be to maintain.
As stated above, because the PGMGEN script did not use
refinement of data types, it is less complex than the Peach
script with respect to comparison of data types.
5.4.2 Effort
The time taken to develop the Peach script was approxi-
mately half of that of the PGMGEN script. However, it
must be noted that the PGMGEN script was developed first,
thus any problems encountered with the PGMGEN script
could be avoided when writing the Peach script. As with
the complexity criterion, not having to generate expected
output reduces effort.
5.4.3 Fault Finding
The Peach method outperformed the conventional methods
in fault finding. Our method found a total of 7 faults in the
implementation, while the conventional method found only
5 of these.
The types of faults found in the implementation in-
cluded: not decreasing the size of the number of nodes/pairs
when a node/pair is removed, returning a node as one of its
own supporters, and returning incorrect boolean values in
some private functions.
One fault not found by the PGMGEN script was the op-
eration that checked if a dependency could be added with-
out introducing a cycle was checking only the direct depen-
dents of the nodes being checked, not their transitive depen-
dents. The second fault had to do with not allocating enough
memory when returning all elements in the set module. We
believe this may be a coincidence, because there does not
seem to be any reason why the Peach script would detect
this and not the PGMGEN script.
Also, the Peach script uncovered a fault in the specifica-
tion. When removing a node, the dependencies on that node
were not being removed and this was violating the state in-
variant. This fault was introduced due to an oversight in
the translation from the original Object-Z specification into
Sum.
Set PGMGEN Peach
Basic blocks in file 16 16
Percent of file executed 100.00 100.00
Total block executions 166 170
Avg. executions per block 10.38 10.62
Pair
Basic blocks in file 38 38
Percent of file executed 100.00 100.00
Total block executions 659 739
Avg. executions per block 17.32 19.45
Dms
Basic blocks in file 51 51
Percent of file executed 100.00 100.00
Total block executions 748 836
Avg. executions per block 14.67 16.39
Table 1. Summary Statistics (produced by
tcov)
5.4.4 Coverage
With respect to coverage, both methods achieved 100%
statement coverage, but our method achieved slightly higher
average block-statement execution in the set module, and
significantly higher in the pair and dms modules. Summary
statistics produced by the Unix utility tcov are shown in Ta-
ble 1.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
Despite the limitations of testing, it remains the most
popular form of verification and validation of software in
industry. This is largely due to its low cost and potential
for automation. Formal methods and, as a result, animation
are currently not widely used in industry. This is largely
due to the effort and expertise required to develop software
formally.
In this paper, we looked at a method that exploits the
similarities between animation and testing by combining
the two processes for ADTs. To do this, we use a tool
called Peach, which, from one base script, produces a Pos-
sum script and a PGMGEN script. Peach allows automated
output generation by using the animation output as output
for a test case, and refinement of these abstract animation
outputs into concrete types.
Our method and tool support reduces the impact of hu-
man error in testing, and increases the value of formal spec-
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ifications and animation.
Ideas for future work in this area include:
 Evaluate our method and tool on larger, more realistic,
cases studies to test the scalability of the method, and
update the method and tool for system-level specifica-
tions and implementations, instead of only ADTs.
 Extend Peach to automatically refine common data
structures such as refining sets into arrays.
 Extend Peach to develop scripts for different animators
and different test environments.
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A Peach script for IntStack module
file
IntStack.sum/IntStack.c
assumptions
none
environment
Peach tool
Possum animator
PGMGEN driver
case selection strategy
special values
module state
size of stack in {0, 1, ST_MAXSIZ/2, ST_MAXSIZ}
cases
for each special module state
if stack is empty or full check exception behaviour
check the size of the stack
check the top of the stack
#####
module
IntStack
accprogs
<st_s_init, st_sg_pop, st_s_push, st_g_size>
exceptions
<st_empty,st_full>
globcod
{%
#include "intstack.h"
int states[5] = {0, 1, ST_MAXSIZ/2, ST_MAXSIZ, -1};
int cur;
int i;
%}
globsum
{%
!!P_C_S!! param init_schema st_s_init !!P_C_F!!
!!P_C_S!! file "IntStack.sum" !!P_C_F!!
!!P_C_S!! param currentmodule IntStack !!P_C_F!!
%}
cases
cur = 0;
while (states[cur] != -1) {
#action st_s_init #end
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/*fill the stack*/
for (i = 0; i < states[cur]; i++) {
#action st_s_push{10*i/item?} #end
}
/*empty stack*/
if (states[cur] == 0) {
#exc st_sg_pop {item!} # st_empty #end
}
/*full stack*/
if (states[cur] == ST_MAXSIZ) {
#exc st_s_push {10*i/item?} # st_full #end
}
/*pop items and check size*/
for (i = 0; i < states[cur]; i++) {
#valFunct st_sg_pop # item! #end
#valFunct st_g_size # size! #end
}
cur++;
}
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B Sum specification of a Dependency Management System
DepManSys
state
nodes : F N
ddo : N $ N
tc : N $ N
dom(ddo)  nodes ^
tc = ddo+ ^
: (9 x : N  (x; x) 2 tc)
init
nodes0 = f g
ddo0 = f g
op NoNodes
result! : B
result! , nodes = f g
changes onlyfg
op IsNode
x? : N
result! : B
result! , x? 2 nodes
changes onlyfg
op AddNode
x? : N
pre(x? 62 nodes)
nodes0 = nodes [ fx?g ^
changes onlyfnodesg
op NoDependencies
result! : B
result! , ddo = f g
changes onlyfg
op RemoveNode
x? : N
pre(x? 2 nodes n ran ddo)
nodes0 = nodes n fx?g ^
ddo0 = fx?g  C ddo ^
changes onlyfnodes; ddo; tcg
op DependedUpon
x? : N
result! : B
pre(x? 2 nodes)
result! , x? 2 ran ddo
changes onlyfg
op IsDependency
x? : N
y? : N
result! : B
pre(fx?; y?g  nodes)
result! , (x?; y?) 2 ddo
changes onlyfg
op CanAdd
x? : N
y? : N
result! : B
pre(fx?; y?g  nodes)
result! , ((y?; x?) 62 tc ^ x? 6= y?)
changes onlyfg
op AddDependency
x? : N
y? : N
pre(fx?; y?g  nodes ^
x? 6= y? ^ (y?; x?) 62 tc)
ddo0 = ddo [ f(x?; y?)g ^
changes onlyfddo; tcg
op RemoveDependency
x? : N
y? : N
pre((x?; y?) 2 ddo)
ddo0 = ddo n f(x?; y?)g ^
changes onlyfddo; tcg
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op Dependents
x? : N
ns! : F N
pre(x? 2 nodes)
ns! = fn : nodes j (n; x?) 2 tcg
changes onlyfg
op Supporters
x? : N
ns! : F N
pre(x? 2 nodes)
ns! = fn : nodes j (x?; n) 2 tcg
changes onlyfg
op UltSupporters
x? : N
ns! : F N
pre(x? 2 nodes)
ns! = fn : nodes j (x?; n) 2 tc ^ n 62 dom ddog
changes onlyfg
op CandidateSupporters
cs! : F N
x? : N
pre(x? 2 nodes)
cs! = fn : nodes j (n; x?) 62 tc ^
n 6= x?g
changes onlyfg
op SomeDirectDependent
x? : N
n! : N
pre(x? 2 ran ddo)
(n!; x?) 2 ddo
changes onlyfg
C Peach script for Dependency Management System
module
DepManSys
assumptions
none
environment
Peach script generator used
Possum animator used
PGMGEN driver tool used
strategy
special values
state schema
number of nodes: {0, 1, many}
number of dependencies: {0, 1, many}
special schema parameters
none
precondition failure
for each valid special state schema value combination
RemoveNode, DependedUpon, Dependents, Supporters,
UltSupporters, CandidateSupporters: input not in nodes
IsDependency, CanAdd, AddDependency: one input not in nodes,
both inputs not in nodes
AddDependency: input nodes equal, (y?,x?) in ddo
RemoveDependency, SomeDirectDependent: input not in ddo
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AddNode: input already in nodes
normal cases
for each valid special state schema value combination
check NoNodes
check NoDependencies
check IsNode
if #nodes /= 0
check DependedUpon - false
if #nodes > 1
check CanAdd - true and for false where input nodes are
equal
check IsDependency - true and false
check RemoveNode using IsNode - return false
if #ddo /= 0
check Dependents - 0 and many
check Supporters - 0 and many
check UltSupporters - 0 and many
check CandidateSupporters - 0 and many
check SomeDirectDependent
check DependedUpon - true
check CanAdd - false where input causes transitive closure
to occur
check RemoveDependency using IsDependency - return false
#####
module
DepManSys
accprogs
<init, NoNodes, IsNode, AddNode, RemoveNode, NoDependencies,
CandidateSupporters, SomeDirectDependent>
globcod
{%
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "set.h"
#include "refine.h"
struct {
int nodes; /*size of nodes*/
int ddo; /*size of ddo*/
} size[] = {
{0,0},
{1,0},
{3,0},
{3,1},
{7,5},
{-1,0}
};
int cur;
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int i;
int nodes;
int ddos;
int end()
{
return (size[cur].nodes == -1);
}
int cmp_finitenat(finitenat *aval, char *eval)
{
finitenat *evalArray;
int evalSeen[MAXSIZE+1];
int next;
int i, j;
rf_s_init();
rf_s_set(eval);
/*retrieve each number in eval and place in evalArray*/
i = 0;
while ((next = rf_g_next()) != -1) {
evalArray->set[i] = next;
evalSeen[i] = 0;
i++;
}
evalArray->set[i] = -1;
evalSeen[i] = -1;
/*for each value in aval, search evalArray to find the value*/
i = 0;
while (aval->set[i] != -1) {
j = 0;
while (aval->set[i] != evalArray->set[j] &&
evalArray->set[j] != -1) {
j++;
}
if (evalArray->set[j] == -1) return 0;
else evalSeen[j] = 1;
i++;
}
/*check that each value in evalArray has had a match*/
i = 0;
while (evalSeen[i] != -1) {
if (evalSeen[i] == 0) return 0;
i++;
}
return 1;
}
void prt_finitenat(finitenat *aval, char *eval)
{
char avalString[10*MAXSIZE];
int i;
strcpy(avalString, "{");
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i = 0;
while (aval->set[i] != -1) {
if (aval->set[i+1] != -1) {
sprintf(avalString, "%s%d, ", avalString, aval->set[i]);
} else {
sprintf(avalString, "%s%d", avalString, aval->set[i]);
}
i++;
}
sprintf(avalString, "%s}", avalString);
printf("\texpval:%s. actval:%s\n", eval, avalString);
}
%}
globsum
{%
!!P_C_S!! file "DepManSys.sum" !!P_C_F!!
!!P_C_S!! param currentmodule DepManSys !!P_C_F!!
%}
cases
cur = 0;
while(!end()) {
nodes = size[cur].nodes;
ddos = size[cur].ddo;
#action init #end
/*fill nodes*/
for (i = 0; i < nodes; i++) {
#action AddNode { 10*i/x? } #end
}
/*fill ddo*/
for (i = 0; i < ddos; i++) {
#action AddDependency { 10*i/x?, 10*(i+1)/y? } #end
}
#exc RemoveNode { 123/x? } #end
#exc DependedUpon { 123/x? } #end
#exc Dependents { 123/x? } #end
#exc Supporters { 123/x? } #end
#exc UltSupporters { 123/x? } #end
#exc CandidateSupporters { 123/x? } #end
if (nodes != 0) {
#exc IsDependency { 0/x?, 123/y? } #end
#exc CanAdd { 0/x?, 123/y? } #end
#exc AddDependency { 0/x?, 123/y? } #end
#exc AddDependency { 0/x?, 0/y? } #end
}
#exc IsDependency { 123/x?, 456/y? } #end
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#exc CanAdd { 123/x?, 456/y? } #end
#exc AddDependency { 123/x?, 456/y? } #end
#exc RemoveDependency { 123/x?, 456/y? } #end
#exc SomeDirectDependent { 123/x? } #end
cur++;
}
cur = 0;
while(!end()) {
nodes = size[cur].nodes;
ddos = size[cur].ddo;
#action init #end
/*fill nodes*/
for (i = 0; i < nodes; i++) {
#action AddNode { 10*i/x? } #end
}
/*fill ddo*/
for (i = 0; i < ddos; i++) {
#action AddDependency { 10*i/x?, 10*(i+1)/y? } #end
}
#valFunct NoNodes # result! #end
#valFunct NoDependencies # result! #end
#valFunct IsNode { 0/x? } # result! #end
#valFunct IsNode { 10*(nodes+1)/x? } # result! #end
if (nodes != 0) {
#valFunct DependedUpon { 0/x? } # result! #end
}
if (nodes > 1) {
#valFunct CanAdd { 10*ddos/x?, 10*(ddos+1)/y? } # result! #end
#valFunct CanAdd { 0/x?, 0/y? } # result! #end
#valFunct IsDependency { 0/x?, 10/y? } # result! #end
#valFunct IsDependency { 10*ddos/x?, 10*(ddos+1)/y? } # result! #end
#action RemoveNode { 0/x? } #end
#valFunct IsNode { 0/x? } # result! #end
/*add the node and dependency back into the dms*/
#action AddNode { 0/x? } # result! #end
#action AddDependency { 0/x?, 10/y? } #end
}
if (ddos > 0) {
#valFunct Dependents { 10*ddos/x? } # ns! #end
#valFunct Dependents { 0/x? } # ns! #end
#valFunct Supporters { 0/x? } # ns! #end
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#valFunct Supporters { 10*ddos/x? } # ns! #end
#valFunct UltSupporters { 0/x? } # ns! #end
#valFunct UltSupporters { 10*ddos/x? } # ns! #end
#valFunct CandidateSupporters { 0/x? } # cs! #end
#valFunct CandidateSupporters { 10*(ddos-1)/x? } # cs! #end
#valFunct SomeDirectDependent { 10*ddos/x? } # n! # 10*(ddos-1) #end
#valFunct DependedUpon { 10*ddos/x? } # result! #end
#valFunct CanAdd { 10*ddos/x?, 10*(ddos/2)/y? } # result! #end
#action RemoveDependency { 0/x?, 10/y? } # result! #end
#valFunct IsDependency { 0/x?, 10/y? } # result! #end
}
cur++;
}
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